
RESIDENT’S TAKE ON HOME AND THE COMMUNITY MEETING:

VIEWS REGARDING ‘HOME’ SETTING UP AT BOAZ ISLAND:

● People can sense when something is not right with another person. Whether it be mental issues, being
drunk or on drugs; you can tell when a person walking towards you or walking past you is not a sober
or mentally sound person. I started to see more and more people like this walking around the
neighbourhood.

● I noticed these people were making their way to Messina House. Around the same time it appeared
that renovation or cleaning work started to happen at Messina House. I figured there people were
going to hustle at Messina House, visiting workers there or cutting through this neighbourhood to get to
the neighbourhood next door.

● A couple months later a neighbour shared with me that a homeless shelter had opened and it all made
sense. At this point, the ferry dock next to Messina House had become an area that I wouldn’t want my
child to go to play. There were men drinking there and I could tell these were hardened guys. I grew
concerned about losing the dock as a play area for our neighbourhood children. Ask anyone that lives
on Boaz and they’ll tell you that swimming, fishing and playing at the old ferry dock is what all children
that live here grow up enjoying. Children from all over Somerset and even their friends and family that
live across the island have swam there.

● I immediately felt like the neighbourhood lost something. The freedom to allow children to wander
around, the peace of mind knowing that we knew our neighbours (at least by face) and that our
children could play outside without the fear or risk of encountering risky people. It seems we’re losing
this. How could something like this be set up in a neighbourhood with so many children and without
any notice to the hundreds of people that live here? And right next to a youth centre! It’s outrageous
when you think about it.

● Everyone around here seems to support the idea of helping the homeless. We all recognise it’s a
problem for those individuals to be given the security of housing is a beautiful thing. What is not okay is
setting up a shelter for 24 people in the heart of a dense community of probably around 150 kids, a few
hundred adults and not even bothering to share plans of doing so in advance.

● HOME cannot be selective when trying to protect the vulnerable. They gave no thought to the Boaz
Island community that is now vulnerable to a daily flow of unstable persons walking through our
neighbourhood on a daily basis. At times openly drinking or clearly under the influence of something.
Even if they’re not and they suffer from mental instability instead, do I feel comfortable with them being
in the neighbourhood now? Of course not. We want as wholesome of an environment as possible for
our children to enjoy around their home. Our neighbourhood, as much as possible, should be a safe
place for our children to enjoy.

● Would the Board of HOME have set this up in their own neighbourhoods? Would they have consulted
with their neighbours first? Is this something that they would even consider? I’m sure the answer is no.
The way they snuck into our neighbourhood and are running their shelter is disrespectful to everyone
that lives here and even unfair to their own shelter residents. If one of their shelter residents gets into a
tangle with a child or a parent, the outcome could be a disaster for all involved.

● The fact that doing work to help the homeless is a good thing, does not make them immune from being
questioned about how they operate their shelter - we have a right to know as we’re the ones exposed
to the risks every day! This is not an attack on the work they wish to do. Our concerns are rightful
concerns and sensible questions to an organisation that should be prevented from making mistakes in
their operation that others would have to pay for. No one wants that risk here. No one wants an
experimental shelter in their neighbourhood that’s not regulated.

● What laws do they have to follow? Who’s regulating them? It seems they have a close working
relationship with Minister Tinee Furbert. She showed up to defend them (HOME) at our community



meeting and did more harm than good. However, wanting to do right for people shouldn’t mean not
doing it the right way.  Right now, the trust is broken. The great majority want HOME to leave the
neighbourhood.

COMMUNITY MEETING WITH BOAZ ISLAND COMMUNITY, MINISTER TINEE FURBERT, WEDCO and
HOME’s EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND THEIR BOARD.

● A meeting was held and our concerns were not addressed. At the meeting on March 24th, never
have I seen so many people in the neighbourhood come out and meet together. There were more than
70 people there. The meeting started with Denise (ED of HOME) talking about the issue of
homelessness in Bermuda. I agreed on the issues, and that we need to solve them, but what I really
wanted to hear was her addressing our concerns. She ended her presentation and never addressed
any concerns we had. I was told that HOME was provided with a list of concerns beforehand. For
whatever reason, HOME thought that not talking about these was the right thing to do.  I wondered if I
was the only person feeling this way.

● An assault has already happened, and for us, that’s enough. HOME has already failed.
Afterwards, the father of a young boy that was assaulted by one of HOME’s residents was speaking
about his family’s experience.

● The community seemed united in their concern. Immediately after, the crowd was bursting with
wanting to speak and to ask questions to HOME. By the statements people were making and the
questions they had, I immediately could tell  that almost everyone was appalled, angered, even
offended that this occurred right on the playing field on Boaz Island. A couple or few people spoke to
support HOME: one was their employee and another was a lady from BDA Housing Corp who did not
live in the neighbourhood.

● Boaz Island residents were not consulted in advance. For some organisations similar to HOME,
this is a legal requirement. People were VERY upset not only about the assault, but the fact that
HOME did not bother to engage the community about their plans before going to Boaz Island. To make
matters worse, when Denise shared that professional mental evaluations were not being used to
screen their shelter residents, that they would be allowed to continue abusing drugs and alcohol while
being residents of HOME’s shelter, that there was no curfew for shelter residents, and several other
concerning tings, we left even more upset than when we arrived.

● HOME is not acting in good faith and has Minister Tinee Furbert’s support. I was told that HOME
was not willing to share their operating plans and procedures with us. I learned at the meeting that
HOME could have chosen to follow some guidelines or laws to make sure they are doing things
correctly, but are not doing so. Surely this was a good time for Minister Tinee Furbert to speak. And
she did. She started to downplay the assault that occurred on the field with the young boy. The crowd
shut her down. As quick as she stood up she had to sit back down because the crowd didn’t want to
hear nonsense. The police were apparently called about the assault and occurred. It was insensitive
and no one appreciated her approach. At this point, I knew that the Minister was not going to be on our
side. All we want is safety, accountability and information. We still don’t have that.

● One lady from HOMEs board strongly acknowledged our concerns. She was the only Board member
to sit with us in the audience.

● WEDCO’s position is not known. A WEDCO person was there. He did not speak. What is WEDCO’s
position on this? Did they lease to HOME before HOME had planning permission to be there? Does
HOME even have planning permission to be there? How long is HOME’s lease? Will it be renewed?
Why didn’t WEDCO reach out to the community? They own many properties on Boaz Island and have
all the connections to reach us.



● Concerns are serious. The meeting left me more concerned than before. The dock next to Messina is
now a no-go zone for many kids. The father of the boy assaulted shared his story and other people
shared theirs:

● A mother who would not let her teenage daughters go to the dock any longer.
● A mother who shared that her daughter was followed home by two of the shelter residents.
● A mother who shared that a man that harasses her daughter in town is now staying at the

shelter.
● Several people reported seeing a well known and dangerous person in the neighbourhood

which is staying at the shelter.
● Many reported seeing these people cutting through the neighbourhood.
● People reported shelter residents openly drinking at the dock, around the neighbourhood and

nearby at Woody’s.
● More stories were shared and many other questions asked. I wish I could remember them all. I’m told

that HOME was going to write meeting minutes for that meeting. Apparently, they haven’t and it’s been
2 weeks. I’m also told HOME refused for the meeting to be recorded, even though the intention was to
capture the meeting for AG Kathy Simmons whois our area MP (but could not attend that day and
informed us in advance).

● The meeting was a disaster for HOME. If they feel the meeting was so great, then please come back
to Boaz Island to meet with us again. The media can be there to witness it this time. If HOME is doing
so great for the community of Boaz Island then they should have no problem with another meeting.

● HOME’s Messina House shelter needs to close. I signed the petition with full support of Messina
House shutting down. I’m told almost 170 people signed it. Everyone I’ve talked to is not happy. We
don’t trust home to be here in Boaz Island. They need to get their act together and start fresh the right
way. I want to see some type of regulation for HOME. They shouldn't have entered Boaz Island the
way that they did and not considered our lives here in any way. I wouldn’t want them to do this in
anyone else’s neighbourhood either.

● I’d tell you to go and learn more about HOME yourself. Good luck. HOME has not shared anything with
this community about how they run. They don’t even have a website. They need to go. Close up shop
and go back to the drawing board.


